A major environmental and social disaster has begun on May 29, 2006. A hot hazardous mud and gases has erupted in Porong Sidoarjo in East Java. The disaster not only destroyed infrastructures and buried approximately 600 hectares of land and housing but also the industries within vicinity. The Indonesian Supreme Audit Board (2007) \((BPK-Badan\ Pemeriksa\ Keuangan)\) calculated the losses of local infrastructure and buried areas at around Rp 32,895,970 million. Appropriate and adequate relief are needs to be conducted. So far, government just concentrated in mitigating the physical effort such as embanked the mud or relocate the public infrastructures. What it’s more when the government rebuild the new public infrastructure occur, another problem such as the land owner that their land is proposed as the location of the new infrastructure rejected. The rejection is due to the inappropriate compensation that is offered. Another problem is that the socio economic problems such as disturbed small medium enterprises because of the mud, or the occurring huge number of new unemployment or annoying education process for school age victims.

One reason why such kind of comprehensive programs are not conducted yet, this is because government have limitation budget for financing all the programs. This Writing tries to provide an alternative financing in the mitigation process. First of all, a background to the disaster describes in early section. This section details the events of the disaster and explores the related issues regarding the occurring of the mud disaster in Porong. This section consists of two sub sections: the first sub section describe Sidoarjo condition at a glance. The second sub section describes the origins of the disaster.

Secondly, identification of problems is portrait in the second section. This section details the problems that occurs prior and post the disaster, including the indirect effect of the disaster. This section consists of three sub section; the first sub section describes the socio economic impact of the disaster. The
second sub section describes the physical effects of the disaster and the last sub section portrait the effect of the mud to the fisheries sector in Sidoarjo.

Thirdly, the solution offered in financing the budget constraint faced describes in last section. An alternative Islamic finance schemes are offered. This section divided in to two sub section, each sub section use difference case study in applying Islamic finance schema in mitigation programs.

Lastly is the conclusion, a discussion on the lessons that can be learned from the Islamic Finance and disaster recovery.

A. BACKGROUND TO THE DISASTER
A.1 Sidoarjo at a glance

Based on 2001 census data, Sidoarjo’s population was 1,293,111 and had grown to 1,978 million by September 2011 (Abidin, 2011). Sidoarjo’s population was 1,293,111 and had grown to 1,978 million by September 2011 much of it originating from taxes. The district is the second richest in East Java Province after Surabaya. In the decade before the mud volcano in Porong first erupted in 2006, Sidoarjo experienced an annual economic growth rate of roughly 5.17 % (The Sidoarjo Statistics Board, 2006). Growth was supported by industrial activities concentrated in three sub districts: Waru, Sidoarjo and Porong. Porong is located approximately 40 kilometres south of Surabaya. Porong’s economic activities were supported by 19 villages, comprising a total of 17,954 households. In 2006, land use in Porong was distributed as follows: housing: 845.37 hectares, industry: 24.63 hectares, mining: 5.09 hectares, agriculture: 1,287.24 hectares (The Sidoarjo Statistics Board, 2006). However, after the mud volcano commenced, the Sidoarjo economic growth declined significantly and reached a crisis point in 2008 that reached 4.83% before a year later rising again up to 5.17%. In 2011, Sidoarjo was experiencing 5.62 % of economic growth (DPRD Sidoarjo Secretariat, 2011).

Sidoarjo geographic position made this district has significant roles of play in economic, not only just because neighbouring with three most prosperous district in East Java but also because the two most dense public transports hubs are located in Sidoarjo, the Purabaya buses port and the Juanda Airport. Besides that, many core infrastructures that very important toward the goods and services distribution for east java, the toll road, the railways, electrics power transmissions and also the gas pipeline that supplies the fertilizer factory in Gresik also through Sidoarjo. (BPK, 2007; McMichael, 2009).

391 Sidoarjo district consists of 18 subdistricts with Sidoarjo being one of those subdistricts
392 The three most prosperous district in East Java are Surabaya, Gresik, Pasuruan and Mojokerto
A.2 The Mud volcano and Man-made Disaster

The Porong mud flood volcano, located near the Banjarpanjil (BJp-1)-well exploration site, produced not only hot toxic mud but also caused a significant damage to infrastructure, the environment, and to society. Some experts have argued that the disaster was caused by misconduct of oil drilling activities and other experts said the disaster was triggered by the Yogyakarta earthquake on May 27, 2006. However both opinions have similarity views that the mud volcano was a result of an underground explosion that was caused by higher pressure of fluid that push the weakest layer of the Earth’s, even though one blamed the human activities others blamed on the earthquake (Davies, 2007; Istadi, 2007; Budi, 2008).

Despite of those discourse, general agreement stated that the disaster mostly caused by the natural phenomenon, but compounded by direct or indirect human interventions. Benjamin F. Timms (2011) explains the causes of vulnerability are not only the initial natural event that triggered disaster but also caused by cumulative social and economic processes. In the Porong cases, regardless or whether the disaster was triggered by earth quake in Yogyakarta or drilling oil activities, evidence indicates that the effect was made worse by identifiable deliberate mismanagement of the government. For example: In the Banjarpanjli case, the exploration permit in Block Brantas that was granted to PT. Lapindo Brantas by the central government was not compatible with the Sidoarjo site plan (BPK report, 2007).

According to the Indonesian Supreme Audit Board, the drilling location of BJP-1 well is located just 5 metres from residential areas, 37 metres from Porong freeway and less than 100 metres from the gas pipe that cross along Porong High way. Based on the decree of Badan Standar Nasional Indonesia No.13-6910-2002⁹³ and Presidential decree (Inpres) No. 1/1976⁹⁴, PT Lapindo should not have been allowed to conduct its mining activities near residential areas and near public infrastructure facilities. However, even though their drilling activities were not compatible with the Sidoarjo site plan, the government still approved the exploration. Moreover, McMichael (2009) investigation also founded two important data’s about past exploration in Porong. Firstly is that the Dutch Colonial archives from 1910 mentioned that the Porong area was considered prone to gas eruptions. Secondly, in 1950s an American Oil Exploration Companies in East Java were also aware of the area’s unstable geological nature.

From description above could be seen that in the early stages, a company problem in the drilling activities failure was the company problem, to become public concern since it has wider effect toward society. This fact go along with Bridgman and

---

⁹³ This decree regulates the off shore and in shore drill procedures
⁹⁴ This decree expels the synchronisation of the agrarian sector to the forestry, mining, transmigration and general work that is stated in the law number. 11/1967.
Davis (1998) postulates since the problems have been identified, a private concern has been transformed into a policy issue.

B. IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEMS

In order to achieve comprehensive approaches to the problems encountered, specific contingencies of the situation must be taken into account (Quareantelli, 1997). More detail Stone (1989) describes three aspects that should be understood in order to establish priorities. Firstly, the actors involved must be identified and their problems understood. Secondly, the multiple effects of the problems must be identified. The last aspect is that clear and well-defined policies are urgent to solve the problems that have emerged.

Based on the theory above, following paragraph describes the problems that occur because of the mud volcano.

B.1 Disaster, Pollution Vs Productivity

The Porong Mud Volcano emitted was around 5,000 cubic meters a day at the beginning and increased to around 130,000 cubic meters a day and remains constant up to five years (Williamson, 2007). This has since dropped to a lower level (Kompas, 2011). The disputed and inadequate mitigation strategies have caused local distress. It is now well established that to date, thousands of hectares of rice fields, plantations and factories have been buried. By 2007 around 15,000 workers had lost jobs, 1,022 farmers were unable to continue farming and 2,299 small and medium business enterprises were bankrupted (BPS, 2008; Hamzirwan, 2007; Tempo January 22, 2007; Williamson, 2007; McMichael, 2009).

What is more, there were at least 20 factories, each consisting of 2,500 employees, have been closed and approximately 1,000 workers were fired due to their factories being buried under the mud (Hamzirwan, 2007). In addition, Tempo (22 January 2007) reported that at least 15,000 factory workers lost their jobs. Moreover, the effects of this disaster have the potential to reduce national economic growth by 1.03%, and reduce the East Java domestic gross product by 10% \(^{395}\) (Kompas, 27 April 2007).

Based on the Sidoarjo Regency’s Department of Small and Medium Business and Cooperation data, approximately 2,299 small businesses and medium sized enterprises have collapsed and become bankrupt, and 80 % of those were small businesses (Kompas, 12 January 2007). The indirect economic loses that has been calculated by Supreme Audit board (BPK) approximately Rp 7,407,440 million (AUS $987,658 thousand) (BPK report, 2007). In more detail, Yahya (2007) states that tourism sector suffered in terms of the reduction in hotel occupancy in Pasuruan and Malang. It was estimated to be between 60-70% before the disaster and fell to 10% after it. Another effect of the disaster is the real estate in the Sidoarjo area suffered from bad publicity and a psychological impact. They are experiencing the fall of house sales by 60% in Sidoarjo.

**B.2 The public transportation routes and gas and water installations threatened**

The main caused of reducing economic growth in this area is the freeway being buried by mud between the 37 – 39 kilometre mark. Moreover, the freeway’s fly over in Porong was cracked by a subsiding effect on the 30 cm depth and therefore had to be demolished on the 28th of December, 2008. The mud also threatened the main road and the railway, disrupting the distribution of goods in East Java province, especially in the Sidoarjo district.
Furthermore, this mudflow threatened the gas and water line under Porong Road. The gas pipe line exploded on the 22nd of November, 2006 and killed thirteen people. Moreover, the flattened lands surrounding the mud caused damage in water installations. Since the disaster, the water pipe line has been broken 10 times. (Kompas, 1 October, 2007) This has caused the breaking of optic wire used by Indosat (Indonesian Telecommunications Company).

B.3 The effect of the mud to the fisheries sector in Sidoarjo

Based on the Sidoarjo Fisheries and Marines Department (2008), during 2007, the four sub districts fisheries sector centre, Sidoarjo, Tanggulangin, Porong, Jabon sub-districts experienced negative productivity. This is because the four sub district are located near to the rivers that being use as one dumping location of the mud. Sidoarjo sub district had 4,241,700 Kg fisheries production in 2007 and become 4,189,600 Kg in 2008. It is reduced 12.3%. Tanggulangin Sub district had 799,100 kg fisheries production in 2007 become 642,200 Kg in 2008; it is reduced 19.63%. Jabon sub district had 5,647,400 Kg fisheries production in 2007 become 4,445,800 in 2008, It is declined 21.28% and the biggest declining fisheries production was experienced by Porong sub district, this subdistrict experienced negative 25.93% growth of fisheries production from 782,000 Kg in 2007 become 579,200 Kg in 2008. Overall Sidoarjo experienced negative 24.81% of fisheries production growth. This declined production suspected to the occurring of the Mud volcano that erupted in Porong. Beside that another subdistricts where are located around Madura strait such as Buduran Waru and
Sedati, which is the Madura strait is the estuary of the Porong river and some other small rivers surrounding the mud volcanos, indirectly affected (McMichael, 2009).

Another evidence is provided by Antara (2009) that publish the direct effects of the dumping of Porong Mud Volcano to the rivers. There were 200 shrimp farmer protested toward the massive death of their shrimp in the ponds to the BPLS (Mitigation agency that manage the Mud Volcano). Shrimps sector in Sidoarjo district play significant role. Because of that, the shrimp serves as the district emblem. This sector employs approximately 13,978 workers and produced shrimp valued at approximately US$ 4,877,870 in 2010 (DKP Sidoarjo, 2010; Marines and fisheries in figures 2011).

C. ISLAMIC FINANCE AS THE SOLUTION

Economic rationalization and the prohibition of interest are become different issues in Islamic banking. In order to bridging those differential concepts, interests free concept becoming an evolutionary in finance. In Finance there are some concepts that should be considerate in providing funding for such kind of project or proposal. The five key elements a borrower should have to obtain credit: character (integrity), capacity (sufficient cash flow to service the obligation), capital (net worth), collateral (assets to secure the debt), and conditions (of the borrower and the overall economy). Beside those five concepts that should be applied, in Islamic finance must be considered the forbidden things that should be avoid such as Riba, Maisir and Gharar. As the translation of the verse of the Quran Surah Al-Baqorah, 274 says “God hath permitted trade and forbidden usury”. Usury means giving loan at high interest. There four principles that should be considerate in generating Islamic finance. Firstly is that is not originate from forbidden consumers goods activities such as, trading pork, alcoholics liquor or illegal drugs trading. Secondly, not originate from activities that led to deterioration to the society, such as a result from corruption or robbery. Thirdly is not originating from object related immoral act such as prostitution or human trafficking. Fourthly is that not originated from gambling activities such as lottery. Underlining all those principles is that Islamic finance has to not originate from activities that against the law.

Before, going further discuss about the Islamic Bond, let’s discuss some Islamic Insurance principles that could be used in determining the using of Islamic bond in mitigating disaster.

Q.S Al Maidah article 2, teach Muslims to help each other and to cooperate in goodness not in sin and against the law. This Quran statement is also describe further by Hadist cited by Abu Dawud that explant if Allah prefer help the one who always helping each other. Moreover, another Hadith that cited by Bukhari, Muslim and Abu Daud provide more explanation “Those that meet the needs of his brother, Allah will
fulfil his needs.” Another principles that considerate in using Islamic financing for infrastructure development is that Q.S An Nisa, articles 29, ““O ye who believe, do not eat each other neighbour’s property by way of vanity, except by way of trade applicable to consensual among you ...."

C.1 Brief descriptions about Sukuk

Sukuk has similar characteristics to those of a conventional bond with the major difference being that they are asset backed. Indeed, Sukuk represent the proportionate beneficial ownership of the Sukuk holders in the underlying tangible assets, usufruct or services. Profits, which depend on the performance of the underlying assets, are periodically paid to the Sukuk holders according to their proportionate ownership in the Sukuk.

In Indonesian Law, the Sukuk definition is define as a long-term securities based on Islamic principles issued to the holders of the issuer of Islamic bonds require the issuer to pay to the holders of revenue bonds for the Islamic form of margin / fee, and pay back the bond fund at maturity (Indonesian Ulama Council fatwa No. 32/DSN-MUI/IX/2002)

In principle, Sukuk are non-recourse asset-backed instruments, i.e. Sukuk holders are exposed to losses incurred on the underlying assets which back the Sukuk. However, in practice and for commercial reasons, Sukuk structures usually include an exit strategy which allows the originator to repurchase the underlying assets in certain circumstances.

In practice, Sukuk transactions can be structured by combining Sukuk with other types of Sharia compliant contracts such as e.g. musharaka, mudaraba, ijara, istisna’a, Salam and murabaha

Development of the Sukuk in Indonesia began with the issuance of Sukuk Mudaraba Indosat Rp 200 billion in 2002. In 2008 the Government issued a Sharia State SUKUK (Surat Berharga Syariah Negara -SBSN) the existence of Sukuk is needed by government and business institutions. For business institutions Sukuk can be used as a counterweight of the balance sheet. There are two functions that benefited the government in practicing Sukuk for supporting the government budget. Firstly Sukuk could broaden the base of the state budget sources of financing; the broaden benefit could be understand as an enrichment of the fiscal financing instruments and expand and diversify its investor base of States Bonds certificate. Secondly, Sukuk could encourage the growth and development of Islamic financial market in the country; the encouragement that aimed is developing alternative investment instruments and benchmarking the Islamic financial market.
C.2 Sukuk for the funding source of the relocation of public transportation routes

C.2.1 Problem identification

Due to the occurring mud volcanos that buried the freeway in between the 37 – 39 kilometre mark and caused the freeway’s fly over in Porong cracked had to be demolished on the 28th of December, 2008. Moreover, the disaster also result 30 cm depth subsiding effect that potentially threatened the main road and the railway, disrupting the distribution of goods in East Java province, especially in the Sidoarjo district. Therefore government though the mitigation agency (BPLS) planned to have road relocation. Approximately 123 hectares of land acquisition needed. The new road is located within two kilometers from the center of the mudflow. However, there is a rejection of land acquisition from residents or the land owner, as result of the completion of the Porong highway faced problems and the relocation cannot be finished on time.

The using of Sukuk in developing infrastructure caused by disaster is a mixture principle of insurance and investment. It cannot deny that infrastructure relief programs required huge funds. Sometimes the government funding that prepare was not adequate to provide the infrastructure redevelopment programme. The use of Islamic financing in infrastructure development has already begun in several countries. In Indonesia, the state financing of retail Sukuk listed on the stock exchange trading in 2009 wasRp. 6277.47 billion. It is seen Sukuk issued by the state has an overwhelming response in the community. Using this assumption, the idea of financing the mitigation redevelopment program occurs.

There are three things that made the case for mud volcano Porong interesting to be observed. First of all, the disaster occurs and still continues up to next future. This disaster not only buried 600 hectare of land but also resulting in 30 cm subsidence effect in certain radius. Beside that the mud that spouted up poisoned and toxic for environment. Therefore, the effects of the disaster is not only experienced by the owner of the buried lands but also hazarding surrounding areas for example, people who living in the proposed highway construction site and the new Porong road, must let their land to be used for the infrastructure development. The Pricing differential between the residents whose their lands was buried and the people whose their lands is used for road construction will bring conflict. The conflicts arise because of the objection of the residents in releasing their land for the road. Lastly is that, the involvement of private company that assumed must responsible for the emergence of a disaster even though the supreme court decision decree mentioned Porong Mud Volcano is naturel phenomenon.

The Islamic finance that is offered is SUKUK in redevelopment program post disaster especially the Mudarabah Sukuk mechanism. The Schematic Plan of proposed Sukuk Mudarabah mechanism could be seen on the following chart.
The using of Mudarabah term refer to a contractual arrangement between investor and Sukuk issuer institution whereby the investor would contribute specified assets or commodities to the Sukuk issuer institution for spot delivery in the expectation that the Investor would be able to meet its deferred payment obligations under the mudarabah agreement. In redevelopment of new Porong road and Toll way, the land owner who owned the land in which has been use as the road development location has similar right as the investors, who put assets or commodities that expecting a mudarabah profit when the road/freeway is operated.

The deferred price would typically include the cost price at which Investors/land owner had purchased the assets/commodities, plus a pre-agreed mark-up representing the profit generated from its involvement in the transaction. The payments of the deferred price from the Agency that issued the Sukuk certificates may be structured as periodical payments on dates specified at the outset, thus creating an income stream for the investor for the term of the transaction.

C.2.2 The benefits

There are three benefits in the changing of land ownership to become sukuk certificate ownership. Firstly is that the owner of the land does not loss their land ownership and including the potential benefits. Secondly, could push the land acquisition cost that should prepared by government. Thirdly, it can reduce the land speculation.
C.3 Sukuk for the funding source of Empowering Local Business: Shrimp Farmer cases

C.3.1 Problem identification

Shrimp is one of highly value products worldwide (FAO, 2010). Therefore this commodity is highly traded. The wealth economies such as Japan, USA and European Union are the main export destination. Besides that, in local economy perspective, shrimp culture industry also provides many jobs from fry gatherers to growers and processors. However, developing shrimp culture industry have some consequences such as the risk of salinization of water and soil, declining of the mangrove areas and other social conflicts that occurs following the shrimp farmer development (Primavera, 1997; Páez-Osuna, F., 2001). Developing shrimp fishery sector has double edge sword function, in one edge could enhance economic growth but in other edge could destroy the environment.

Shrimp remains the leading export of fishery commodities its national forces. From the years 2005 -2009 Indonesia’s shrimp production is on average a rise of 6.35% per year. From 280.629 tons in 2005 to 380.972 tons 2010. In addition the average export rate per year from 2005 until 2011 reached Rp 18.9 trillion or equivalent to U.S. $ 2.1 billion. There are three main destination countries export Indonesia, firstly is that the United States that is an average of 83,347 tons per year or 12.54 percent of the total national export of fishery products. Secondly is that Japan that absorb approximately 74,973 tons per year or equivalent to 11.28 percent of the total shrimp export, the third export destination is European Union that reach up to 51,976 tons annually or equivalent to 7.82 percent, and approximately 253,256 tons per year are exported to many countries.

Sidoarjo play significant role in fishery sector in total Indonesian fishery export. According to Dahuri (2006), the former ministry of fisheries and marine, mentioned that it’s contribute approximately 30% of total Indonesian fisheries export.

The wide of fisheries ponds in Sidoarjo are 15,530 hectare that spreads on the eight sub district. 402 hectare in Waru, 4,100 hectare in Sedati, 731 hectare in Buduran, 3,128 hectare in Sidoarjo, 497 hectare in Tanggulangin, 1,032 in Candi, 496 in Porong and 4,144 hectares are located in Jabon (The Sidoarjo Fisheries and Marine department, 2009). Porong, Tanggulangin and Jabon are the nearest location to the mud volcano in Porong. Therefore the fishery sector especially shrimp production it is believed affected directly by the Mud. And other subdistrict where the location are around Madura strait, which is the Madura strait is the estuary of the Porong river and some other small rivers surrounding the mud volcanos, it is believe would indirectly affected.

In respond to the hazard of the occurring of mud volcano in Porong, the shrimp farmers respond differently. There are four responds that farmers show in facing the
threats. The first respond is that the farmers react spontaneously by protesting the BPLS and sought a compensation for their losses. The second respond is that the farmers sold their ponds and changes their business to another sector. The third respond is that the farmer changes their commodity that cultivate from shrimp to another stronger fish. The last responds that identified is that the still cultivate the shrimp but by modifying their technique and practises in cultivate shrimp. The creative one would adopt a new method in shrimp cultivation such as create water filtering technique, find new feeding method or discover new treatment in cultivate shrimp that more environmentally friendly. This creativity could escalate opportunity for gaining stable and rising prosperity for advanced economies’ community (Benneworth & Jan Hospers, 2006). However, farmer innovation cannot optimum if there is no support both from government and financial institution.

Based on the descriptions above, the Sukuk Murabaha or Sukuk Musyarakah could be implement for supporting the shrimp farmer productivity.

The financial scenario that using Sukuk Murabaha could be depicted on the following chart:

First of all the Special Purpose vehicles have to be created in order to bridging the need of the farmers and the financial institution. For example, one of the SPV functions is that to assist the farmer more bankable. After the clients are bankable, special body that issues Sukuk endorse investors to pay the proceeds to issuer SPV. An then Purchaser (company who acts as farmer buyers) enters into a murabaha agreement with Trustee or the Sukuk issuer (as Seller), pursuant to which Trustee agrees to sell, and Originator agrees to purchase shrimps from Trustee that supplied by the farmers or by farmer association on spot delivery and deferred payment terms. The period for the payment of the deferred price will reflect the maturity of the sukuk. Trustee purchases the Commodities from a third party Commodity Supplier for a Cost Price representing the
Principal Amount for spot payment. Afterward, the selling document could be used as guarantor for Sukuk holder neither will keep the certificates of sell on the secondary market. The Sukuk issuer will have payment/revenue from the foreign buyers for the future revenue. The payments has been made base on deferred price at regular intervals to Trustee (as Seller). The amount of each deferred price instalment is equal to the returns payable under the sukuk at that time.

The existing practice that occurs among shrimp farmers are, the agency, mostly the association or processing depot supplies all the farmer needs. The association or the depots, sell the trust that they had from farmer to the investor for obtaining fund. The fund is used for supplying all the farmer needs. When the harvest time occurs, the farmer sell their shrimp to the association or the depots that play as the Sukuk arranger. Some times, big depot offering the pond maintenance, pond equipment’s and also transportation was also assisted. The shrimp crops are sold to the pengepul that collect the shrimp on behalf the Depot and sent to the sorting warehouse that do sizing, peeling and repacking process of the shrimp. Farmer receives the transaction note and money from the pengepul directly. The pengepul receipt 1-2 weeks payment system from the exporter company.

C.3.2 The benefits

The benefits from the mechanism is that, the farmer who already has buyer but facing difficulties in supporting their productivity could have financial support through this mechanism.

D. DISCUSSIONS

The using of Islamic finance especially sukuk in redevelopment infrastructure and empowering community is beyond future. This is because of four reasons. The first possibility problems is the Risk of Failure to Pay (Default Risk), is the risk that investors can not obtain payment of funds promised by the issuer at the time of maturity of investment products. Except if there is government body that guaranty the SPV, it reducing the risk (assumed to be risk free). Secondly, Market Risk (Market Risk), is the potential loss to the investor (capital loss) for the retail sukuk sold prior to maturity (when the value goes down). It could be happen when the farmer facing the viral diseases for example, or High water pollution. Thirdly is that Liquidity Risk (Liquidity Risk), is the difficulty in melting, this risk could be due to the tendency of Shariah-hold (do not be traded until maturity), but for the retail sukuk sales agent has guaranteed to buy back the goods sold by the investor. risks that can happen is investors are forced to sell to dealers at a price below market price. if the purchase amount is not large, the
interests are relatively small and can be transferred to the bank is not significant and can be used. The biggest problem of this mechanism is that the moral hazard and the trust.
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